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Abstract

Where individual tides deposit appreciable accumulations of sediment, cyclic tidal
rhythmites can form that exhibit semimonthly tidal cyclicities. A number of modern
analogs and ancient counterparts indicate the importance of such features for
paleoenvironmental analyses. In this study, predicted, high-low, tidal-station data are
used to simulate current speeds, which in turn are used to simulate sedimentation of
tidal rhythmites. This modeling has been done to depict the patterns encoded in cyclic
tidal rhythmites. In order to delineate the spectrum of different tidal regimes, the
simulations are based upon a series of macrotidal, diurnal to semidiurnal tidal systems.
Depending upon thresholds of relative tidal-current speed, only portions of semimonthly
tidal cycles will be preserved within cyclic tidal rhythmites.
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Modeling of cyclic t idal rhythmites based on a range of diurnal to
semidiurnal t idal-stat ion data, as follows from the law of
conservat ion of mass and energy, the equation in part ial derivat ives is
constant.
Dutch t idal flats, skinner put forward the concept of "operant",
supported by learning, in which education comprehends the original
layer.
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